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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
This whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to
sell, or any solicitation of any offer by pixiu finance to purchase our coin nor shall
Sit or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of or be relied
upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision.
All proceeds of the pixiu finance sales shall be used to expand pixiu finance
businesses and operations.
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ABSTRACT
During the era of digital technology, Cryptocurrency emerged as a digital forum for the exchange
of money employing cryptographic features for managing financial transactions. Achievement of
invariable, perceptible, distinct, and decentralized approach blockchain is strengthened by
Cryptocurrency. No centralized autonomous body is controlling cryptocurrency, which makes it
distinctly globalized. Hypothetically, the delocalization of blockchain increases the resistance of
cryptocurrencies towards the conventional interventions induced by the government. Currently,
the hot-spot cryptocurrency and blockchain system in the digital world is recognized as Ethereum.
Ethereum works around tokens, buying, selling, sharing, and trading is regulated by Ethereum.
Tokens highlight a diverse domain of digital assets, thus Ethereum blockchain is based on tokens.
Pixiu Finance, a delegated token is established based on the Ethereum network (erc20)
encompassing autonomous developers. The financial system has no organizer crew instead every
individual is a shareholder. The financial system displays sound reliability with reduced
anticipation of risk for traders, shareholders, investors, and wealth merchants by sale out of a
company and dissolves 99% of Pixiu finance for lowering instability and dumping with a 1%
airdrop. Pixiu traders are monitoring Pixiu finance like other decentralized currencies.
Pixiu finance largely targets and offers shareholders to buy products and sell these commodities
in digital currency around Asia and Africa. This will enable everyone to have worldwide access to
digital technology and cryptocurrency which is playing across the globe in 21st-century digital
technology.
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HISTORY

The origin of decentralized currency emerged from the concept of sending emails. Being an asset
of standards, a sender can send an email to the receiver. Likewise, money can also be transferred
from a user to the other globally in a reliable way.
In a nutshell, DeFi is an environment of financial execution assembled on top of a blockchain. The
primary target is its functioning and development in a decentralized process without involving
mediators e.g investment funds and banks. All
financial endeavors are based on a trusted and a glassy network of blockchain.
The DeFi field is subjected to a dazzling sweep currently. An amount of > two billion US Dollars
(USD), a rate that became twice over the last few weeks of June 2020 – are distributed already.
Globally, digital currency deployed
Pixiu finance is a decentralized Financial platform offering a stable wallet to the stakeholders,
crypto merchants, investors, and traders for buying, selling, storing, and trading digital assets with
easy conversion to uniformly flat money without tax and tariff imposition by the bad governing
institutions. The finance system proposes smooth trading with instantaneous online payments to
any merchant and trader across the globe.
Biography of Pixiu
A mythic hybrid having the head like a dragon and the body of a lion. According to the Chinese,
it is an influential creature of happiness, wealth, and symbolically fortunate.Pixui appeared to be
quenchless longing for silver, jewels, and gold imparting mythological strengths for gathering
wealth from multiple directions. With the developing E-commerce, it was very difficult for the
clients to trust the transparency of blockchain, Ethereum, and bitcoin for international trading due
to taxes imposed by the government and dumping as well.
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PIXIU FINANCE
Details and Information:

TOKEN NAME: Pixiu finance
TOKEN TICKER:PIXIU
TOKEN TYPE:ERC20
DECIMAL:0
TOTAL CIRCULATION:10,000,000

Token duration of staking:

Minimum of staking 6months
Maximum of staking 5years

Token amount for staking:
Minimum amount of staking $50
Maximum amount of staking $5000
PROFIT OF 0.0823DAILY

Pixiu finance Tokenomics:
Presale – 20%
Airdrop and referral -1%
Staking-20%
Total pool Liquidation:59%
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LIQUIDATION

ROAD MAP

04 JANUARY

Channel created

06 JANUARY

100 members

05 JULY

First Presale

12 JULY

Second Presale

19 JULY

Third Presale

26 JULY

Last Presale

02 AUGUST

Total pool Liquidation
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PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

The bulk of cryptocurrency provided in the market is facing a critical problem of pumping and
dumping commonly. The investors are afraid to initiate trading of new bitcoins on numerous
exchange systems due to this issue. The investors do the trading for securing the investment of
their assets.
As none of them would have wished to invest and exchange a new bitcoin and the next day the
rate of the coin has dramatically declined substantially resulting in the decline of the invested asset
beyond the set standard of that specific trade. Few were of the view that the decline in capital
investment is slightly due to turbulence of coins. But on ground realities, new coins are robustly
pumped before their sale in various exchange systems, on their listings for grabbing investors and
traders. Just as, if we list a coin today on the specific financial exchange platform and it was 100%
pumped in 24 hours of its listing while in the later 24 hours it may be substantially dumped with a
rate that might be greater than the percentage increase when listed.
It does not preclude the attribute that listing of a new coin must not have a substantial increase in
its rate in a particular time, definitely, it is going to fascinate investors for grasping new coin but
it becomes problematic when the price of a currency drops because of dumping leading to loss of
money invested by the traders.
A particular solution is needed to reduce the pertinent issue because every investor and trader is in
search of profit while initiating the trade of assets. Numerous products are listed online according
to their payment methods nowadays applying different payment systems available. Resultantly,
investors and traders are uniformly shifting from using physical currency to digital currency to
create online transactions. Yet it is essential that online transactions should provide instant and
well-timed access to the products and commodities available online.

The primary target of an investor is maximizing the profit, different exchange and payment
strategies are considered.
Buying a flat currency at a reduced price is critical as trade. For an eCommerce trader, it is very
hard to buy commodities and exchange uniform currency at a lesser value. Considering the fact
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that the prime goal of investors is profit escalation, this presents a diverse challenge that needs to
be rectified on immediate grounds.
In order to prevent dumping and avoiding its availability to the people who are not in search of it,
the pixiu finance exchange platform has followed numerous strategies for the rectification of issues
regarding pumping and dumping. These include;
1. About 1% of the Pixiu finance is the amount that will be expended for Airdrop, thus the dumping
of a trader will not influence the token. Keeping in mind that the token disbursement would be
done once the coins are listed on exchanging wallets for enhancing circulation and desire for the
presale traders.
2. Pumping or dumping can be prevented by Staking an investment of $5000.
3. For the creation of a huge trading liquidity pool almost 99% of PIXIU FINANCE would be
liquidated at all possible exchanging platforms on 2nd August.
4. After listing Pixiu finance on different exchange policies, it will be sold at its half price.
5. Increasing Ethereum token would substantially double the rate of pixiu coin by twice of its rate
due to a lesser volume of pixiu finance in comparison to Ethereum.`
6.Traders will feasibly exchange goods and get uniformly flat currency by the application of API
of Pixiu finance accessible at koinvendors.com.
A trader can use API by adding it to their website and will get flat money in their bank account by
any payment procedure named as PayPal, paystack, and flutterwave, The currency is subjected to
presale prior to listing on numerous exchange platforms. Koinvendors exchange platform is highly
recommended for Staking(0.0823 DAILY). Before subjecting Pixiui to any other exchanging
wallet, the premier exchange platform for Pixiu finance is the koinvendors exchange platform.
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MARKETING

Almost every industry is relying on the efficacy of social media marketing. For the same
prosperity, Pixiu finance has recruited a team of marketing specialists having great experience in
social media marketing to help boost and market their coin. In order to grow the network and
promotion of this finance community, Pixiu is also building partnerships with different telegram
groups.
Bounty campaigns and Airdrop are among the top marketing strategies in each kind of crypto
project involving the distribution of free tokens.
Being a digital and global coin, Pixiu finance will be hosting numerous blockchain summits around
the globe. These events are going to be excellent mediators in coordinating numerous crypto
influencers together thus augmenting the promotion of cryptocurrency.
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